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1. What is perspective?

2. What is subject-verb agreement?

3. What are the subject-verb agreement rules for the following 
subjects?

i. The “Be” Verb

ii. 3rd Person Singular

iii. Split Subjects

iv. Compound Subjects

v. There is…/There are…

Lesson Objectives

vi. Quantifier + of

vii. Measurement and Amounts

viii. Group Nouns (BrE and AmE)

ix. Unusual Nouns

x. Names and Titles
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Perspective
• In grammar, there is a thing called perspective.
• This refers to who or what is being talked about.

*Zero is actually considered plural
in English.

 no cars

 1st person    writer or speaker

• Perspective also depends on number.  (How many…?)

 2nd person    listener or reader

 3rd person    another person or thing

 singular     one

 plural         two or more**

Sing. Plural
1st I we

2nd you you

3rd
he

she
it

they

*Some languages, like Arabic, have 
three perspectives.

 singular (1)
 dual (2)
 plural (3 or more)



Subject-Verb Agreement
• Subject-verb agreement means that the form of the main verb changes

depending on the subject of the clause.

• Some languages, like Japanese and Mandarin Chinese, do not have subject-
verb agreement rules.

• The form of the verb stays the same for all subjects.

Japanese (work)
watashi wa hataraku watashitachi wa hataraku

anata wa hataraku anatatachi wa hataraku

kanojo wa hataraku karera wa hataraku

Chinese (study)
wǒ xué wǒmen xué

nǐ xué nǐmen xué

tā xué tāmen xué



Subject-Verb Agreement
• Other languages, like Spanish and Arabic, have complex subject-verb agreement 

rules.
• The verb changes with each subject

Spanish (speak)
yo hablo nosotros hablamos

tu hablas vosotros habláis

ella habla ellas hablan

Arabic (write)
ana yaktubu nahnu naktubu

anta taktubu antum taktubuuna

huwa yaktubu hunna yaktubuuna

• Because of this, in all of these languages, it is common to not say or write the 
subject pronoun (like I, we and they in English).

• It is understood from context.



English Subject-Verb Agreement

• English, however, has only three basic forms for verbs without helping verbs.

base
play
drive

do
have

base + ~s
plays
drives

does
has

past simple
played
drove

did
had

• You cannot tell what the perspective of the sentence is from just the verb.
• In English, you MUST explicitly say or write the subject of the clause.*

• You must pay attention to subject-verb agreement in two cases.
 the "be" verb
 3rd person singular

*In one situation, it is not necessary to explicitly write or say the subject.  The 
Imperative voice for orders and directions.

• Stand up!          Open your books.          Don't be late!
The subject you is understood.



Part 1:
The “Be” Verb
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The “Be” Verb
• The "be" verb has five forms that are affected by the subject.
• The "be" verb is also the only verb that is affected in the past tense.

Present Simple
Sing. Plural

1st I am we are

2nd you are you are

3rd
he is
she is

it is
they are

Past Simple
Sing. Plural

1st I was we were

2nd you were you were

3rd
he was

she was
it was

they were

• Subject-verb agreement rules are the same when "be" is a main verb...

I am hungry. We were early. She is a paramedic.

• …or a helping verb.

They are trying. It is going to rain. The picture was taken…



Part 2:
3rd Person Singular
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3rd Person Singular

• The 3rd person singular refers to three subject pronouns: he, she and it.

• There are only four situations where the verb changes for the 3rd person 
singular.

• In all of these cases, simply add ~s to the verb right after the subject.

 present simple tense She walks to school every day

 questions and negatives (do) It doesn’t hurt.  /  Does it hurt?

 have to  (must) He has to work on Saturday.

 present perfect  (have + ~en*) It has been raining all day.

*The ~en form of the verb refers to the past participle form of the verb.  Very 
often, irregular verbs in the past participle end with ~en.

taken          hidden          ridden          written          broken

Regular verbs end with ~ed, just like the past simple.

studied       worked          typed          talked           watched



3rd Person Singular

• There are two tricky 3rd person singular situations.

indefinite pronouns
• Indefinite pronouns are the words that begin with some~, no~, any~ or every~...
• ...and end with ~one, ~body or ~thing.
• Indefinite pronouns are always considered 3rd person singular.

 Does anyone know his telephone number?

 Nobody has any questions.  Everybody understands the assignment.

 Everything has been washed, dried and put away.

Gerund Subjects
• When a gerund (the ~ing form of a verb) is a subject, it is always singular (it).
• The object of the gerund does not affect the main verb.

 Learning a foreign language takes a lot of time and effort.

 Playing sports helps to relieve stress.

 Living in Europe has been a dream of mine since I was six years old.



Part 3:
Split Subjects
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Split Subjects

• A split subject is a subject that is separated from its main verb.

• A subject can be split by either a prepositional phrase...

 The children in the pool ___

 The food on the tables ___

• …or an adjective clause with who or that.

 Cars that have Bluetooth ___

 A game that has few rules ___

Ignore
the noise!

The children in the pool are…The children in the pool are…

The food on the tables is…The food on the tables is…

Cars that have Bluetooth are…Cars that have Bluetooth are…

A game that has few rules is…A game that has few rules is…



Part 4:
Compound Subjects
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Compound Subjects
• A compound subject is a subject with two nouns connected by a coordinating 

conjunction, specifically and, but and or.

(both)…and…
• And is basically a plus (+) sign.
• A compound subject with and is 

always plural*.

 The sun and moon are...
 My friends and family are...
 My family and friends have...

(either)…or… / neither…nor…

• Singular or plural is determined by 
the noun closest to the verb.

 French fries or a baked potato comes...
 A baked potato or french fries come...

*Watch out for compound nouns with and, which are singular.
 Macaroni and cheese is...
 Bangers and mash combines...

Each of these is one dish that combines two main ingredients.

 Neither my sisters nor my brother is...
 Neither my brother nor my sisters are...



Part 5:
There is…
There are…
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There is… / There are…
• A clause with There is... or There are... is an example of a delayed subject 

structure.
• This means the subject comes after the main verb.

• The word there has no meaning; it is only there so it looks like there is a subject 
before the verb.

• The actual subject is the noun that comes after the "be" verb.
• Therefore, the noun after the "be" verb controls subject-verb agreement.

 There is no time to waste.
 If there are no questions...

 There has been an accident…
 There have been several accidents...

 There was a loud clap of thunder.
 There were two loud claps of thunder.

• This includes compound subjects with and*.

 There is a cat and two dogs in the living room.

 There are two dogs and a cat in the living room.

*In a regular sentence, with the subject before the verb, compound subjects with 
and are always plural.  (See Lesson 4.) 
However, with there is.../there are... only the first noun is important.



Part 6:
Quantifier + of
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Quantifiers
• A quantifier is a word that answers the questions how much or how many.
• The most common quantifiers are cardinal numbers*

• Many quantifiers are used with both countable and uncountable nouns.
• Some can only be used with countable nouns.
• Others can only be used with uncountable nouns.

*Ordinal numbers are not quantifiers because they answer the question Which 
one…?

 A:  How many do you want? B:  Two
 A:  Which one do you want? B:  The second one.

countable uncountable
100% all all 100%

a large number a lot of / many a lot of / much a large amount
more than half most most more than half

two or three a few / several a little a small amount
two both / a couple of

zero no / none
not…any

no / none
not…any zero

I don’t know. some some I don’t know.

 one, two, three…thirty…thirty million…



Quantifiers

• There are three basic patterns for quantifiers.

1.  Quantifier + noun
• The quantifier is an adjective.

2.  Quantifier only
• The quantifier is considered either an adjective or a pronoun.
• The noun is understood but not written or spoken.

3.  Quantifier + of + noun
• In informal situations, of is often not written or spoken with all, both or half.

 We brought some extra food in case someone got hungry.
 In New Zealand, most people live on the North Island.
 A rugby team consists of fifteen players.

 We have extra food.  Would you like some?
 4.7 million people live in New Zealand.  Most live on the North Island.
 In football, there are eleven players on a side.  In rugby, there are fifteen.

 We took some of the leftover food home in Tupperware containers.
 Most of the Kiwis I have met live on the North Island.
 There are 25 players on our rugby team.  Fifteen of us play at one time.



Quantifiers
• For subject-verb agreement, usually you ignore everything between the subject 

and verb.

 Languages like Vietnamese are called tonal languages.

 The cost of the textbooks is covered by the school.

• However, with quantifiers, subject-verb agreement is decided by the noun after
of.  (Pattern 3)

 all of the money was spent… (uncountable, singular noun)

 all of the students were sent home… (countable, plural noun)

Exception:  one of… / each of…
• One of... and each of... must be followed by a plural, countable noun.
• However, one and each are always singular, regardless of the noun after of.

 One of my shoes is missing.  I can’t find it anywhere.
 Both of my shoes are missing.  I can’t find them anywhere.

 Each of Bob’s three kids has their own room.
 All of Bob’s kids have their own room.



Part 7:
Measurements and 
Amounts
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Measurement and Amount
• Expressions of time, distance and money need a number and, usually, a plural 

noun.

twenty dollars two weeks ten kilometers

• However, they are singular.
 Twenty dollars is a lot to spend on just a cheeseburger.
 Two weeks wasn’t enough time to finish the project.
 Ten kilometers equals 6.25 miles.

• Other units of measure are also singular.
 450 grams is equivalent to one pound.
 100 square feet of wood* was used to cover the floor.
 10 gallons of gasoline* costs almost $40.

• However, containers are plural.
 One bottle costs fifty cents, so ten bottles of water are going to cost $5.00.
 One package wasn’t enough, so two packages of ground beef were used.
 One can was plenty, so there are still five cans of frozen orange juice left.

*This structure follows the rules explained in Part 6: Quantifiers.



Part 8:
Group Nouns
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Group Nouns
• A group noun (a.k.a. collective noun) is a word that describes a group of people 

(or  animals) living or working together.

People
crowd

audience
faculty
staff

team
class

committee
family

jury
panel

government
company

Animals
a herd of cows
a school of fish

a flock of birds
a murder of crows

a littler of puppies/kittens
a pack of wolves

• Whether group nouns are considered singular or plural depends on whether you 
speak American English (AmE) or British English (BrE).

AmE  always singular
 The faculty is very international.

 My family gets together at Christmas.

 The crowd was cheering.

 The committee has to decide.

BrE  often plural
 The faculty are very international.

 My family get together at Christmas.

 The crowd were cheering.

 The committee have to decide.



Group Nouns
• Even though group nouns are singular (in American English)...
• ...you (usually) use plural pronouns we, you or they*.

*This is how you decide singular or plural in British English.  Are you emphasizing 
the whole group (singular) or individual members of the group (plural)?

 My mother’s family (they) are…
 Family (it) is the most important thing in the world.

(Source: Oxford English Dictionary)

 My mother’s family lives in Japan.  They live mostly in the Tokyo area.

 The committee that I am on meets once a month.  We discuss ways to 
improve student life.

 (Judge to jury)  The jury is responsible for deciding guilt and innocence.  You 
have to take this responsibility seriously.

• However, if you are talking about the general group, not the people in the 
group, then use the singular pronoun it*.
 The U.S. federal government is based in Washington, D.C.  It is in charge of 

things like the military and foreign relations.



Part 9:
Unusual Nouns
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Unusual Nouns

Plural Country Names (singular)
 The United States is located between Canada and Mexico.

 The Philippines consists of hundreds of islands.

 The Netherlands has one official language, Dutch.

Language (singular) vs. Ethnic Group (plural)
 Chinese has five tones.  The Chinese have migrated…

 English is spoken globally.  The English live to drink tea.

 French has difficult sounds.  The French are proud of their food.

Singular Nouns that Seem Plural
 Politics is a dirty business.

 The news has been very positive recently.

 Physics deals with the connection between matter and energy.

 Mathematics was one of my favorite subjects in high school..



Unusual Nouns

Plural Nouns that Seem Singular
 The police are responsible for keeping the peace.

 The homeless* need the help of society.

 The rich* have problems, just like the poor*.

Singular Nouns that Look and Act Plural

Singular and Plural Forms that Are the Same
 A fish breathes through gills.  /  Fish breathe through gills.

*These are adjectives that have become nouns.
 the wounded  =  wounded soldiers the sick  =  sick people

 My sunglasses are new. (a pair of sunglasses)

 The scissors are being sharpened.  (a pair of scissors)

 Cargo pants have large pockets on each leg.  (a pair of pants/trousers)

*Others include shrimp, sheep and aircraft.



Part 10:
Names and Titles
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Names and Titles

Musical Groups

 The Beatles are the most successful music group of all time.

 Rush is the most popular Canadian band of all time.

• Whether a group name is singular or plural depends on whether there is a 
plural noun in the name.

• In both cases, the correct pronoun would be they.

Sports Teams (Nicknames - AmE)
• Sports team names usually have two parts: the affiliation and the nickname.

New York Yankees San Antonio Spurs Penn State Nittany Lions

 The Yankees are winning.

• When you refer to the nickname, it is plural.
• The affiliation only is singular.

 New York is winning.

• This is true for singular team names as well, like the Miami Heat.



Names and Titles

Titles of Movies, Books and Albums

 X-men is a successful movie franchise of more than ten films.
 The X-men are a group of superheroes with mutant superpowers.

 The Incredibles is an animated movie about a family of superheroes.
 The Incredibles are a family of superheroes.

• Titles* of movies, books and music albums are always singular, regardless of any 
word in the title.

• In print, you can see the difference between a name and a title by the style of font.
• Names are written in regular font.  Titles are written in italics.
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